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Network Engineering 

1275 John Street 
West Henrietta, New York 14586 

 
 
May 2, 2018 
 
 
Allyson M. Phillips, Esq. 
Young / Sommer llc 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
Five Palisades Drive, Albany, NY 12205 
 
RE:  Silvertail Application, Creamery Pond Rd WT 
 
A question was posed as to whether or not Verizon may be able to move the proposed installation to an 
alternate water tank location which has been referred to as Creamery Pond Road.   
 
The proposed Silvertail installation (green mark in map below) and the alternate Creamery Pond Rd WT 
location (yellow pin) discussed is shown below: 
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We have been aware of the Creamery Pond Rd WT location and have reviewed it prior to and during the 
process of developing the proposed Silvertail site.  This location has been deemed not of RF value for 
several reasons.  It is critical to understand how the actual physical location of the Creamery Pond Rd 
WT has much of its potential view shed blocked by local obstructions.  Additionally the physical position 
is roughly 43’ lower in ground elevation and 50’ lower antenna mounting location due to Creamery Pond 
Rd being lower in terrain as well as a physically smaller tank.  These are significant limitations restricting 
the potential capabilities of this alternate location. 
  
The Creamery Pond Rd WT location fails to achieve the Silvertail site's objectives for the following 
reasons and is therefore RF Rejected: 
  
1. Too low of position relative to its local obstructions.  Creamery Rd WT is 100' lower than the peak of 
its hill and has both near and far field (views) blocked by dense local clutter/trees (unlike Silvertail WT 
which is on top of its hill and clears the local clutter).  The dominant footprint that is necessary to 
offload the existing sites is not possible from this location due to being blocked by terrain and 
foliage.  Having a clear line of sight (LOS) to area objectives is critical when designing new macro sites at 
cellular frequencies.  
2. The existing Creamery Pond Rd WT is too low in ground elevation (AMSL) and too low in antenna 
centerline (ACL).  The Creamery Pond Rd WT existing structure is 43' lower in AMSL and 50' lower in ACL 
than Silvertail WT.  Combined 93' disadvantage plus the view shed issues mentioned in item 1 where the 
Creamery Pond Rd WT is ~180’ lower than the local combined hill and foliage further limiting this 
location’s capabilities. 
3.  Poor positioning relative to some area objectives and other far field obstructions including the hill top 
area that Silvertail WT is located on.  The Silvertail WT hill blocks the Creamery Pond Rd WT ability to 
serve and offload the neighborhoods and roads south of the proposed Silvertail WT location.  These 
disadvantages prevent this site from covering the necessary objective and providing the necessary 
capacity offload detailed in the RF Justification. 
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Additional images below (including terrain graidients) help visualize the differences in hilltop vs side hill 
placement of the Silvertail WT vs the Creamery Pond Rd WT. 
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The Silvertail WT is an existing structure that is centrally located to the necessary coverage and capacity 
improvement area offering an uncluttered view of the coverage objectives.  The Creamery Pond Rd WT 
is not located such that is provides value as an alternate existing (macro co-locatable) structure due to 
extensive portions of its potential view shed being blocked by local area terrain and foliage.  These 
obstructions prevent this location from providing the necessary coverage and capacity relief.  The 
Creamery Pond Rd WT is RF rejected due to failing to provide adequate value with required initiatives. 
 
Very truly yours, 

 
Michael R. Crosby 
 
Michael R. Crosby 
Engineer IV – RF Design 
Verizon Wireless 
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Network Engineering 

1275 John Street 
West Henrietta, New York 14586 

 
 
April 27, 2018 
 
 
Allyson M. Phillips, Esq. 
Young / Sommer llc 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
Five Palisades Drive, Albany, NY 12205 
 
RE:  Silvertail Application, Prison location 
 
Some members of the public have commented on whether or not Verizon may be able to move the 
proposed installation to an alternate water tank location which some have referred to as the prison, Mid 
Orange Correctional Facility or Warwick Corporate Park (all referring to the sam location).   
 
The proposed Silvertail installation (green mark in map below) and the alternate prison location (yellow 
pin) suggested by others is shown below: 
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We have been aware of the prison water tank location and have reviewed it on several occasions prior 
to and during the process of developing the proposed Silvertail site.  This location has been deemed not 
of RF value for several reasons.  It is critical to understand the actual physical location of the prison WT 
is more than two miles south of our proposed location and search area and is roughly 150’ lower in 
ground elevation.  This is an excessive distance and negative elevation change limiting the capabilities of 
this alternate location. 
  
The prison location fails to achieve the Silvertail site's objectives for the following reasons and is 
therefore RF Rejected: 
  
1. Too far from objectives.  As distance increases the signal becomes less dominant and loses its ability 
to not only serve a designated area but also to provide capacity relief from other similarly situated 
distant sectors.  It is critical to have a new dominant server provided from a centrally located position.  
The prison water tank is not centrally located.  It is similar to an existing site we refer to as Bellvale 
which suffers from weak RF in the target area and due to not being centrally located is overloaded on 
the sector that serves in the direction of the coverage objectives.  Adding a second similarly situated site 
does not resolve the coverage and capacity goals for the Silvertail site. 
2. Too close to existing Bellvale site.  Due to the combination of the prison’s relatively close distance to 
Bellvale and the fact that Bellvale is on high terrain overlooking the Mid Orange Correctional Facility the 
addition of a prison macro site will result with large areas of excessive and preventable interference due 
to overlapping strong coverage from Bellvale.  It is necessary to place new facilities central to the 
designated offload area combined with cell edge coverage conditions from existing sites.  This allows for 
new strong and dominant service in areas of existing weak to no coverage which allows for minimal 
interference and maximum capacity and call performance. 
3. Does not resolve capacity issues.  The prison will actually make the area of concern worse due to an 
additional weak serving sector from long distance combining with other weak and distant servers with 
similar received power.  This will not only fail to achieve the coverage and offload objectives but further 
degrade performance in the area by further compromising the existing weak and underperforming 
service through increased interference and decreased efficiency.  It is necessary to locate the new site 
central to the problem area. 
4. Does not improve coverage and capacity in the Sugarloaf area.  Due to lower ground elevation and 
distance from objectives the prison location fails to achieve the primary objectives and ultimately failing 
to offload Bellvale which means another site would need to be built at the location we have currently 
proposed as the Silvertail water tank.  The prison WT is not capable of replacing the proposed Silvertail 
WT.  
 
An additional google earth image is below to help visualize the similarities of the prison location and the 
existing on air Bellvale location relative to the intended coverage area around the Silvertail WT.  The 
image view is looking South. 
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The Silvertail WT is an existing structure that is centrally located to the necessary coverage and capacity 
improvement area.  The prison WT is not located such that is provides value as an alternate existing 
structure.  The prison WT is rejected due to failing to provide value with required initiatives. 
 
Very truly yours, 

 
Michael R. Crosby 
 
Michael R. Crosby 
Engineer IV – RF Design 
Verizon Wireless 
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